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‘Syria the last man standing’
“AFTER the (Sykes-Picot Agreement – 1916) drew
the map of the ‘New Middle East’ to divide the Arab
East, the US intelligence later used its two poles, the
former National Security Adviser (Zbigniew Brzezinski) and (Bernard Lewis) and then (Shimon Peres - his
book The New Middle East)., to break up the entity
(Arab Middle East),” Abdullah Khalaf wrote for AlRai daily.
“They drew the maps of the New Middle East based
on divisions, and hostility to demolish the Arab countries in the name of the Arab Spring which was the
work of the then president Barack Obama.
“This time, with this uprising, they targeted the Arab
republics based on Brzezinski’s
book between two generations and
the book, Maps of Partition.
“There is a Jewish writer who
drew up the partition documents:
Buram Beg, and they drove the Arabs to go to Afghanistan to train in
martial arts to destroy the Arab entities after accustoming them to the
use of hashish under the pretext of
being able to stay up late to recite
the invocations and supplications.
Khalaf
“The maps showed the division
of Egypt into four states, Iraq into
four, Sudan into four, Syria into four sectarian regions,
and Lebanon into eight sectarian constituencies, four
Islamic, and four Christian. In Lebanon, the collapse of
the division threatening the end of the state has begun.
“The world writers wrote about changing the maps
of the new Middle East, and few books were published
in our Arab world on the plight of the East and its division.
“The Lebanese media writer Sami Kulaib translated
a book by a French writer on the (Arab Spring) conspiracy, and Muhammad Al-Zein wrote about it to divide the Arab world, and the demolition weapon in the
hands of those he called the Afghan Arabs, from which
al-Qaeda, ISIS and Ansar Allah were born.
“Among them are mercenaries from Europe and Arabs;
from distant countries they entered Iraq, Syria and Yemen, and the Egyptian army withstood the conspiracies of
partition with its valiant army, and Iraq is still resisting
partition, as well as Syria, which was swept by the winds
of partition, and the movement of sects and social strata to
turn the Syrian map into smaller than states, but it withstood the partition and normalization.
“Syria is the only country among the Arab world that
did not extend its hand to an international loan and did
not import American wheat, remained content with its
wheat and its crops, which it exports to Iraq and neighboring countries.
“Israel was unable to bend its arm and it did not bow,
and it was not in need of international loans, and now
the estrangement of Arab rulers has begun to fade away
from the Syrian entity with the removal of obstacles
to Arab rapprochement to restore friendship and love
between Arabs as it was throughout history.
Also:
“The new academic system, which is based on dividing one semester into two groups (A) and (B), has
many advantages that beneﬁt the school, the faculty,
the family, the students, as well as the community,”
columnist Dali Al-Khamsan wrote for Al-Anba daily.
“Approximately, the teacher’s ability to communicate information and explain the curriculum with ease
as well as the positive psychological impact on the student in feeling comfortable, energetic, lively, and the
desire to come to his school after a rest day, as well as
what the family feels about following the children on
their day of rest, reviewing their lessons, preparing for
the next school day.
“This is in addition to eliminating the phenomenon
of usual trafﬁc congestion due to the completion of the
numbers of students and their entry into their schools
at the same time and at all stages, which causes major
trafﬁc jams, and this we did not see this year thanks to

the new study groups system.
“Many parents are calling for the continuation of
this system because of its many beneﬁts. The Ministry
can introduce physical, artistic and musical subjects
as weekly subjects for students, while reducing and
modifying curricula to suit this stage, creating many
and varied job opportunities for Kuwaiti graduates of
both sexes to join and work in teaching and to ensure
the Kuwaitization of this profession.
“A successful academic year by all standards, we
hope that it will continue after the epidemic has receded, thanks to God.”
❑ ❑ ❑
“To maximize revenues, reduce expenses, and develop
government services provided to citizens and expatriates, we have to get out of the fund, free ourselves from
obsolete ideas, get rid of stagnation and monotony, keep
pace with development and creativity, and think about investing State assets for the beneﬁt of society,” columnist
Tariq Al-Derbas wrote for Al-Anba daily.
“Everyone knows and sees how the State suffers
from the deterioration of services provided to citizens
and expatriates, in addition to the inﬂated expenditures
compared to revenues.
“Everyone is also aware of the pioneering role of
youth centers in the governorates and residential areas, and their impact on investing the youth’s energies,
empowering them, integrating them, developing their
skills, raising awareness and educating them.
“However, we have witnessed a signiﬁcant decline
over the past years in these centers and their role in
controlling young people, which led to the emergence
of strange behaviors that society is not accustomed to,
as a result of the absence of the role of the main incubators for young people.
“Because I trust Minister of State for Youth Affairs
— Young Minister Abdul Rahman Al-Mutairi, I asked
him to adopt the proposal to invest in developing youth
centers through Public-Private Partnership Law No.
116 of 2014.
“I expect that the participation of the private sector in such centers will contribute to developing their
services, activating them, and presenting creative ideas
that keep pace with young people and their aspirations,
far from routine and traditional government work.”
❑ ❑ ❑
“Positive results of the recently concluded national
dialogue have started to appear on the horizon. This
dialogue succeeded and it seems that the realization of
its goals has embarked on the path of implementation,
including the Amir’s pardon for those convicted in
opinion cases,” columnist Yousef Al-Hajji wrote for
Annahar daily.
“The participants in this dialogue shouldered the responsibility for the sake of Kuwait. They were able to
get the nation out of the bottleneck and end the state of
‘tension and political anxiety’ that we suffered in the
past years, which affected achievements and development as we kept on lagging behind neighboring countries in all ﬁelds.
“This state of tension also halted or signiﬁcantly delayed the development train.
“I am conﬁdent that the development train and the realization of the aspirations of citizens will be launched
as per the directives of His Highness the Amir and His
Highness the Crown Prince, along with the coordinated
efforts of the legislative and executive authorities. The
train will cross Kuwait and pursue neighboring countries in various ﬁelds.
“The sports issue has been put on the right track with
the support of the political leadership and government,
as well as parliamentary support through the development of a long-term plan and study to ﬁnd solutions to
sports issues such as total professionalism, facilities,
investment in sports clubs and federations, and dedicated work in sports.”

— Compiled by Zaki Taleb

Selling meds
from ‘home’

Two officers acquitted

Taxi driver robbed

Expat assaulted: A forty-year-old Filipino expatriate has

KUWAIT CITY, Oct 26: The Public Relations
and Security Media of the Ministry of Interior
said during a security campaign in the Jleeb
Al-Shuyoukh and surrounding areas, securitymen are said to have arrested an unidentiﬁed
Asian for running a fake dispensary in Ishbiliya, reports Al-Rai daily.
The security sources said police have also arrested two
other persons (one of them holding Article 20 residence)
for posting advertisements in the social media offering
various types of services including nursing and domestic
workers. After rectifying the correctness of the information, police arrested one of the men from his apartment
and the other in Salmiya.
The security sources said the campaigns are carried out
upon directives from the Ministry of Interior Assistant Undersecretary for Residence Affairs Major-General Anwar Abdul
Latif Al-Barjas, and the General Department of Residence Affairs Investigations to ﬂush out illegal residents and outlaws.
The arrested men have been referred to the deportation center. The department has called on residents and citizens to call
97288200-25582555-97288211 to report suspicious activities.
❑ ❑ ❑
Taxi driver robbed: Police are looking for three unidentiﬁed Arabs who robbed a Pakistani taxi driver, reports Al-Anba
daily.
According to the daily, the suspect asked the driver to take
them from Khaitan to Saad Al-Abdullah city and then back to
Khaitan. After reaching Khaitan they pretended they do not
have the change and one of them climbed out of the taxi and
went to a grocery shop while the other two waited for him
inside the vehicle.

KUWAIT CITY, Oct 26 : The Court of Cassation, headed by
Counselor Abdullah Al-Jassem, has acquitted two ofﬁcers of all
the charges in the so-called Malaysian Fund case, reports AlRai daily.
The ofﬁcers Col Sheikh Faisal Al-Salman and Col Nasser AlTayyar were accused of ‘security leaks’ by the State Security
Agency.
❑ ❑ ❑
ﬁled a complaint with the Dasma Police Station accusing a Kuwaiti, born in 1947, of assaulting her, reports Al-Anba daily.

